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ABSTRACT:
Linear scheduling methods are planning and scheduling techniques mostly used in construction and manufacturing
industries where repetitive operations are abundant. The Line-Of-Balance Scheduling Technique (LOBST) is a linear
scheduling method that allows the balancing of the operations such that each activity is continuously and efficiently
performed in each consecutive unit. Some construction projects that involve sets of tasks organized in
repeating sequences are similar to continuous manufacturing processes in their structure.

The basic concepts of LOBST have been applied in the construction industry as a planning and scheduling method.
Examples of such projects include pavement construction, multi-housing projects, and high rise building construction.
Today, LOB application has been further expanded, making it suitable for a whole spectrum of activities ranging from
research and development through job‐shop and process flow operations.
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INTRODUCTION:
A. BACKGROUND

The Line of Balance Scheduling Technique was originated by the Goodyear Company in the early 1940’s and
was developed by the U. S. Navy in the early 1950’s for the programming and control of both repetitive and
non-repetitive projects. The construction of projects of repetitive units can be considered as the continuous
manufacturing of many units requiring a certain period of time for each unit to be completed. It can be used in
projects involving activities of repetitive nature such as housing projects, high rise buildings, long bridges,
highway construction, and pipelines (Lumsden, 1968). The LOB was first applied to industrial manufacturing
and production control, where the objective was to evaluate a production line flow rate of finished products.
The line of balance method is based on underlying assumption that the rate of production for an activity is
uniform. The basic concepts of LOB have been applied in the construction industry as a planning and
scheduling method in Finland in the 1980s (Harris and McCaffer, 1989).

The LOB chart provides an overview of the project’s overall status by quantitatively representing the
cumulative completion of activities at a given point of time. It graphically reveals any imbalance that suggests
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a deviation in the progress of activities which enables the management to focus on assessing the deviation
quantitatively (Khisty 1970).

B. AIMS AND OBJECTIVES OF STUDY

The main purpose of applying Line of Balance method to high rise building is to:

 Draw the graph of repetitive activities, as applying LOB facilitates the continuous monitoring of the
project, at each stage.

 Calculate rate of production of work.
 Compare the cost of actual and delay project
 Draw the graph of activities after crashing, and to know the rate of flow of the activities.
 Evaluate size of crew required for the crashed activities.
 It allows project managers to see, in the middle of a project, whether they can meet the schedule if they

continue working as they have been.
 It exposes process bottlenecks, allowing the project manager to focus on those points responsible for

slippage.
 It helps avoiding many hiring and procurement problems in issues pertaining to the flow of labor and

material used during construction.
 LOB scheduling has the capability to ensure a smooth procession of crews from unit to unit with minimal

conflicts and decrease idle time for workers and equipment.

C. LIMITATIONS

The study is limited to the following respects

 Inability to generate a clear critical path of the project schedule, relative to the one provided by CPM
schedules.

 In CPM scheduling the user could divide project by location and other systems like trades, in LOB only
location.

 Productivity rates in LOB schedule do not include the effect of crews “learning curve, or if the individuals
working in the crews changed”.

 Inability to generate a clear critical path of the project schedule, relative to the one provided by CPM
schedules. Could only be divided by location.

 In CPM scheduling the user could divide project by location and other systems like trades, in LOB only
location.

 Productivity rates in LOB schedule do not include the effect of crews‟ learning curve, or if the individuals
working in the crews changed.

SAMPLE FLOOR-WISE BAR CHART
ACTIVITY WORKING DAYS

1. BBM work from 1st Floor to Above 200
1st Floor 20
2nd Floor 20
3Rd Floor 20
4th Floor 20
5th Floor 20
6th Floor 20
7th Floor 20
8th Floor 20
9th Floor 20
10th Floor 20
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Result discussion:
• The line of balance itself is a graphical device that enables a manager to see at a single glance which

activities of an operation are “In balance”.
• The Line of balance chart shows the ideal situation as all of the operation listed shows the rate of which

work is achieved as uniform. This usually means the resources required will also be constant and is the
ideal scenario.

• It is much easier to manage the different operations of a project where there is a common & uniform
output required & a steady level of resources.\

• A Line of Balance Chart is progressed by plotting on the chart the work achieved. The planned rate of
completion of the various trades can then be compared with the actual. Based on the rate at which the
work has been achieved the likely completion date can be predicted to establish the likely completion
date.

Conclusion:
• The main advantage of LOB schedule are its graphical presentation, easy understanding of the schedule

are its graphical representation of the schedule & the goals of planning used in it.

• LOB usually much easier to read than a detailed bar chart.

• Constant rate of output will be maintained & floor resources will be maintained.

• As the Line of Balance is more suitable than other methods & the study shows the use of LOB as a means
to simulate & discuss decisions related to the design of a production system for multi storey building & its
impact on daily operation.
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